
IMG  is located in Sykkylven, Norway – famous for its  steep mountains 
and deep fjords as well as the home for Scandinavian production and 
development centre  for Scandinavian comfort recliners.

IMG ’s core commitments are comfort, quality and innovative design. 
With generations of experience, we create furniture based on the 
Scandinavian approach to relaxation. IMG ’s inspiration comes from 
you and what you require for ultimate relaxation. It is this foundation 
and focus that assures each piece of our furniture is carefully crafted to 
meet your needs and expectations.

Our entire range is designed, engineered and tested by our Norwegian 
product development team and produced in our own specialized, 
vertically integrated manufacturing facilities in Vietnam, Thailand and 
Lithuania.

Every element of our design has been researched and engineered 
with a focus on both functionality and comfort, backed with a 10-year 
warranty so you can rest assured that you have invested in state-of-
the-art Scandinavian inspired furniture that lasts. 

Find out for yourself by visiting one of our retailers and discover body 
correct support leading to true Norwegian comfort created by IMG .

Experience 
Scandinavian 
passion

Brando
Trend 413 Chili

Chelsea
Sauvage 550 Nutmeg

Divani
Prime 317 Stone

2 sizes available

Standard / large

1  Injection moulded Cold-Cured foam ensures 
ergonomically correct seating posture and 
enhanced support that lasts

2  Adjustable head and neck support gives you 
the ultimate comfort in all seating positions

3  Effortless deep recline

4  Steel springs located throughout the back and 
seat provide optimum support whilst cradling 
the body

5  A steel and hardwood frame provides 
durability and strength

Quality built to last
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2Lift functionEffortless 
recline

Integrated 
footrest

Lumbar 
support

Adjustable head  
and neck support

Upgrade your Power relaxer to include a  
powered headrest and lumbar support on  
top of the standard Power functions

Single motor 
Provides effortless reclining at the  
push of a button

Dual motor 
Enables you to operate the back and  
footrest independently coupled with a  
full lift function and lay flat recline

PowerLift offers a motorised Power 
Recline and integrated footstool

Lumbar support Headrest support

Lift Chair
The Luxury Lift Powered Recliner combines exclusive 
patented IMG  technology with unsurpassed comfort.

It offers reliability and convenience in the safest  
and most easily operated lift recliner on the market.

Liberty
Trend 410 Nature

Majesty
AquaClean 115 Nordic

Layton
Trend 417 Cinder

Duke
Prime 327 Sky

Langley 
Sauvage 550 Nutmeg



Customise your way

Notes

Product

Fabric

Size

Motor

Headrest

Leather

Brando Chelsea Divani Duke

Langley Layton Liberty Majesty

Caprice Habitat Jena Mishi

Oliver Ultra

Standard Large

Single (LF) Dual (MF)

Manual Power +

Prime Trend Sauvage

To find out more visit: www.imgcomfort.com.au

Leather or fabric,  
your choice

FANGOGREY STONE CHOCOWHITELATTE REDBLACK RUST SKY STRAWYELLOWBLUECOFFEE CLOUD

PRIME is a slightly corrected, top grain aniline-dyed and pigmented upholstery leather with a thickness between 0,8-1,0 mmPRIME

OXBLOODANTHRA-
CITE

CARAMEL CHALKCHARCOALTRUFFLE DOVENUTMEG DARK 
BROWN

SAUVAGE is a natural milled top grain, upholstery leather made from the best rawhide selectionSAUVAGE

TREND is a premium top grain aniline-dyed upholstery leather with a rich and comfortable feelTREND

PACIFIC GRAPHITE CINDER CREAMLEAF BEIGE

BRICK STORM FORREST NORDIC 
GREY

CHILI PEBBLECOGNAC SMOKECHOCO-
LATE

NATURESAND SNOWTUXEDO

Composition:  100% Polyester  |  Martindale: >50,000  |  Pilling: 4-5  |  Colour fastness to light: 5  |  Foam cleaning / Wash 40°CAPRICE

CHARCOAL PETROL CLAY GREYMIDNIGHT MULBERRY DOLPHINCASHMERE GRANITEKHAKI

Composition:  100% Polyester  |  Martindale: >50,000  |  Pilling: 4-5  |  Colour fastness to light: 5  |  Foam cleaning / Wash 40°HABITAT

GRAPHITE EBONY ALMONDSTEELGREY TEALPUMICE

Composition:  100% Polyester  |  Foam cleaning / Wash 40°JENA

GREY CHARCOALPEPPER PUMICESILVER-
STREAK

Composition:  100% Polyester  |  Foam cleaning / Wash 30°MISHI

LINEN GRANITESTEEL PERIWIN-
KLE

PEBBLE

Composition:  100% Polyester  |  Foam cleaning / Spot cleaning with waterOLIVER

STEELDENIM ASHLINEN

Composition:  70% ULL, 20% Polyester, 5% Pa, 5% PC  |  Martindale: >60.000  |  Pilling: 5  |  Colour fastness to light: 4-5  |  Spot cleaning with water*ULTRA

YELLOW BEIGEBALTIC RUBYAZURE KHAKICOGNAC CHARCOALGREY TRUFFLESTONE

*SMARTFABRIC technology provides surface protection, allowing spills to settle on the 
surface until it is gently wiped away with a cloth

Independence  
range


